
From: John Jankovich
To: John J. Miller
Date: 11/21/2006 2:08:00 PM
Subject: RE: Amendment NR-1235-S-102-S

John,
I did receive your 2nd e-mail too, and we will combine the two e-mails into one NRC case and
address them together.
John J.

>>> "John J. Miller" <iimiller(@intisoid.com> 11/21/2006 12:05 PM >>>

John, I had sent the emailed documents in via US mail as well. I hope you can import the two
attachments directly into the NRC SS&D format because they are more legible than the current
drawing and label. I am submitting a rather straight forward amendment request for the Cs-1 37
capsules. We began inspecting the sources we have on hand (in a hot cell) and have orders to
fill. We have concluded that it would be better to make capsule sizes in a range between and
including the dimensions of the -1J and -2J models. We would keep the Model numbers the
same so that we new a CDC.800 was in the -1J and the CDC.700 (with exclusions) was in the
-2J. I have attached another letter requesting this amendment and an updated drawing. The
drawings are produced in AutoCAD and then plotted to a PDF file. The clarity is fantastic,
hopefully you can import the drawings directly into the SS&D. If you would prefer the drawing in
AutoCAD I can send that way as well. Enjoy your Thanksgiving, John
From: John Jankovich [mailto:JPJ2cnrc..ovl
Sent: Monday, November 20, 2006 8:28 AM
To: John J. Miller
Cc: Nima Ashkeboussi
Subject: Re: Amendment NR-1235-S-102-S
John,
Please note that I did receive you e-mail ad its attachment.
We will open a case and proceed with the review.
If you need further information, please contact me by e-mail or call at 301 415-7904.
John Jankovich
Team Leader
Sealed Source and Device Registrations

>>> "John J. Miller" <iimiller~intisoid.com> 11/16/2006 5:28 PM >>>
Dr. Jankovich, International Isotopes Inc. seeks to amend NR-1 235-S-102-S to include a
syringe geometry. We believe this geometry is a great improvement over the standard 30 ml
vial geometry that is used quite readily by the nuclear medicine industry. Please find the
attached letter and supporting attachments. I will send original hardcopies via US mail. Thank
you John J. Miller, CHPRadiation Safety OfficerInternational Isotopes IncPh. (208)
524.5300Fax. (208) 524.1411Cell. (208) 589.1580

CC: naa; tsk
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